The Italian Society for International Organization (SIOI - UNA Italy) and its Student Movement (MSOI/UNYA-Italy), in partnership with the United States Diplomatic Missions in Italy, is launching the first international simulation of the Arctic Council to be played in Italy (Rome) at SIOI - UNA Italy and Farnesina premises from 2 to 5 May 2017.

The Arctic is the most vulnerable region on the Earth which is affected by ongoing global warming and economic exploitation. A well-managed Arctic marked by international cooperation is vital for rising Arctic awareness, strengthening resilience of multiscales changes, addressing the rapidly changing climate, improving a safe and secure use of the Arctic resources.

The Arctic Council is the preeminent international forum promoting cooperation, coordination and interaction among its members in particular on issues of sustainable development and environmental protection in the Arctic.

Are you ready to represent an Arctic State, Permanent Participant or Observer as expert, Senior Arctic Official or Minister of Foreign Affairs and negotiate to #savethearctic?

Follow the Arctic Fox... apply now!

www.romunsioi.org/one-arctic-form